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Preface
The following report presaits a series of observations and

recommendations made by a group of twenty-five practicing
special educators (teachers, administrators and specialists)
during the course of five full days of discussion spread out over
several months. This report should be viewed as a "snapshot" in I

time of the reflections of this group as it engaged in a
1conversation that achieved no final consensus and arrived at no

perfect solutions. Rather, we hope the reader will be able to
share in the insights and beliefs of this group who, on a daily
basis in our schools and agencies, struggle with the issues
discussed in the report.

Principles guiding the CASDA select seminars include:
1. Participants need time to share ideas, reflect upon

experiences and to write. Seminars are conducted with blocks of
meeting time, spaced to allow reflections, and a final intensin
two-day retreat.

2. A conducive working environment emphasizes the
importance of the conversations. The seminars are conducted in
a "protected environment" away from the work site. To convey
that there are high expectations for seminar results, special care
is taken to provide quiet, aesthetically pleasing surroundings and
superior quality food and service.

3. The seminar participants are the experts. The central
belief on which the seminar series was founded is "that
consciously competent teachers and administrators are the best
arbiters of educational practice." The select seminars are
successful because of the high degree of personal and
prOfessional respect afforded participants.

4. Roles are "checked at the door." Ideas at the select
seminar stand on their own. Position, prior experience and
education of participants creates no inhibition.

5. Seminars are self-governing, with organizers serving the
group. The coordinators of the seminar provide the initial
structure and on-going logistical support. Governance and
direction of the seminar gradually transfer to the participants
with the coordinators being directed by the seminar group at its
conclusion.

6. The experience is at least as important as the product.
All seminar participants agree that the process, the
communication, is most important. The report documents the
experience and validates the effort and energy of the
participants.

6
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SETRC Training Specialist,
Albariy-Schoharie-Schenectady
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I ntroduction

Where are we going
with some of our
programs? Are we

headed in the right direction?
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"What the best and wisest parent wants for his own
children, that must the community want for all of its
children. Any other ideal for our schools is narrow and
unlovely; acted upon it destroys our democracy." (John
Dewey, Schools and the Society, 1900)

Special education is a new field in many ways and the first
years were a reaction to a deplorable state of affairs. The
focus was that "we have to do something, we have to make
it better." Initially, special education allowed children who

had formerly been excluded to enter the educational system. This was
the beginning of the integration of services. The process is still in its
formative stages. Special education remains a separate entity within
the educational system. Teachers are trained separately. Students are
pulled out of their classrooms and out of their schools. Our efforts as
a group were to try to find ways in which the process of integration
could be furthered. Ideally, schools should be responsive to the needs
of all children. Ali children are unique individuals with different
interests, learning rates, and learning styles. All children should be
given the opportunity to succeed from the moment they enter
kindergarten.

In the past ten years, spedal education has grown up and taken on
new dimensions. We have fine-tuned identification procedares, and
we have increased the level and types of services available to children
identified as having a handicapping condition. Although we have
become more knowledgeable and skilled in our field, the issues
related to special education have become increasingly zomplex. The
participants in the Special Education Select Seminar see the current
process as failing students in a number of ways.

The educational system, as it now exists, is overtaxed by the sheer
number of students that are identified as needing some type of special
service outside of the traditional classroom structure. Classroom space
is at a premium, and many school districts are finding little or no
space available within their buildings to house not only their special
classes, but BOCES classes as well. As a result, it is common for a
BOCES class to move year after year from district to district, seeking
a home. The sad result is that those children who require the greatest
stability and consistency in their educational program are getting the
least

For those students who receive all of their schooling in a special
setting there is no consistent structure in place to ensure that their
transition from one type or level of program to another is smooth and
of benefit to them.

Fragmentaflon of programming occurs when children with
1!?ri4icapping conditions are pulled out of the classroom to receive
various support services. Increased curricular demands cause us to
question the effectiveness of pull-out programs when weighed against
the student's overall educational program. Over the last several years
we have been providing service: such as O.T., P.T. and medical
services, regardless of whether ;myone can demonstrate an
educational link. Very often we provide three times a week of
everything, whether or not it is necessary or has a proven long-teim
benefit for the child. How can we say "no"?

o
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Many people have lost s;ght of the normal curve of human ability.
Not everyone will perfect the Palmer method of handwriting. Not
everyone will pronounce h!s or her words correctly. Not everyone's
abilities will be in the fiftieth percentile or above. Some people will
have poor handwriting, some will have poor visual-spatial skills and
will not be able to get from point a to point b without a map and a
personal guide. An expectation has been developed in many circles
that "if you are going to supply this for my child, then I want the
whole shot. I want everything." Whether that attitude comes from an
agency, a parent, a regulation, or wherever, there is the expectation
that this child must be avc:age in everything, that we cannot allow
weaknesses, faults or differences.

What is the ultimate goal? We cannot talk about beginning until
we focus on the end. Do we expect all of these children to learn how
to read? If we do, we ought to say so and create a program to do that.
But if we do not expect that, we have to stop kidding curselves and
everyone else and begin to create a curricula and programs so `hat
when these children are finished with our system they are productive,
contributing members of the community.

The special education system has taken too much upon itself and
in so doing has fostered t )o much parental dependence upon the
systc.m. There has been a shifting of responsibility away from the
family and on to the special education system. Some of this must be
given back to the parents. Special education faces the same burden
that the regular education system does. The problems that we are
facing today in special education arc so enmeshed in our overall
educational system that regular education and special education can
nv longer be viewed separately. The expectations are so high on so
many fronts. It begins in preschool when we fight the concept of
"let's cure everybody" and continues throughout the system. At the
other end, looking hack, we wonder why we didn't teach our students
the functional skills they need for survival.

The classroom staff are caught in the middle. Resources are scarce
and we are not communicating with each other. The expectations
may be too high. We must decide what it is we want to accomplish.
We do not have a clear picture of that yet. We have not figured out
what special education is supposed to be, or who is responsibie for
which piece. We need to be flexible and to grow, but we also net- to
determine the direction we must take. It is time for us to understand
that, to evaluate what we have and where we stand.

1 0

e must educate the
public so that they
understand that

persons with disabilities are
capable of full participation
in society and in performing
a job.
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General Observations

"The goal of all special education programs should be to provide
students with the skills necessary to live as independently as
possibleto reach their potential intellectually, socially and
vocationally."

"Ideally, schools should be responsive to the needs of all students."

"There is no special education, just education."

"The pre-K issues are critical. Programming for children from
birth through two and three through five will be split between the
Department of Health and the State Education Department further
confusing the issues that are, at present, a hodgepodge of different
regulations being promulgated by county administrators who are not
involved with special education and wish only to cut costs. Even our
own colleagues teaching school age special education do not seem to
be aware of the importance that pre-K issues be resolved and they
will receive these kids at age 5."

"Special education is:
an equalizer;
catch up ball;
constantly adapting."

"Special education should:
prepare students with the skills and experiences that will

enable them to succeed socially, academically, and vocationally just
like regular education;

parallel regular education as much as possible;
be an integrated part of the system;
provide the opportunity to return to the mainstream and offer

the support services necessary to do it successfully;
be child centered, with an awareness of the family context."

...-wwwi
Let's try to come up
with some creative
and responsive

service delivery systems; build
programs around students and
not students around
programs.

General Recommendations
Because students have different interests, different styles

1 and learning rates, we need to rework our goals in all of
education, and to completely restructure our educational

system so that a variety of needs may be met in a system:tic way.

6 ii
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Ultimately, who is
responsible for the
outcomes? As a

society, how much are we
willing to do?
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IIow can we provide
quality in a
trailer?
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Rethink the focus of regular education so that fewer

2 students arc Identified as need;rg special services and
more are abi.- to have their needs met in the regular

classroom setting.

Special education teachers must work
3 on a cooperative hasis with regular

classroom teachers.

Build the goals and objectives of support systems around

4 the activities in the special education curriculum in order
to provide continuity to the child's program and to

relate more meaningfully to his or her school work.

5
Establish a committee to oversee, for at least one year,
the transition of students from preschool to school age-
special education, from special education settings to

regular classrooms and from special education to the world of work.

This committee should be charged with keeping records of

6 student progress and giving feedback to the sending
institution on how the preparation of students can be

improved to ensure greater success.

Each school should have a student services committee. This

7 committee would regularly review the progress of all the
students in the school. It would be charged with identi-

fying those students who were having problems in school and making
a refenal for supportive services, which would include, but not be
limited to, referrals to the CSE.

The Committee on Special Education (CSE), could be

8 eliminated altogether with the establishment of a Student
Services Team (SST). The SST would consist of a team of

professionals who would review the needs of all students experiencing
difficulty in school. The team would arrange for appropriate
evaluations and recommend programs and services within the entire
spectrum of regular and special education.

The Student Services Team should be established at a

9 building, rather than at a district level. In most cases,
this would decrease the number of students a team would

be responsible for, allow for greater awareness and utilization of
resources available within the immediate setting and provide for more
opporkmities to observe and monitor the student's responses within
that particular school environment.

The Student Services Team cuuld remedy some of the

1 limitations of the CSE by dealing with a "full" continuum
of services and by putting regular and ecial education

under the same roof. Service delivery models could become more
flexible and creative, with better coordination of services, closer
monitoring of success and more effective long-range planning for
students. Students need not be labeled, but receive different levels of
service, experience different learning environments and materials and
different teaching strategies. Even the content of the curriculum
could be specially designed to meet the unique needs of individuals.

12 7



Students

There is a wide
range of ability
among students

with handicapping conditions
and regular education stu-
dents who are experiencing
learning problems. There
are very few program
options available.

1Mii1+
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irrhe common thread that bound us together throughout all of
our discussions was our concern for the students we teach
and are responsible for. During the course of the seminar
we expressed our fears that we may not be succeeding with

them and our hopes in their potential and in our ability to change
the system for their benefit.

Observations
"To become a productive and responsible adult, a child
needs a useful and self-respecting past, one that gives him
or her a sound sense of self-worth and a future worth
anticipating." (Dr. Albert Solnii, in Foreword to S.
Pruence and A. Nagler, Working With Disadvantaged
Parents and Their Children, 1983).

. .With the Pxception of resource room students, most special
education students are isolated academically and socially. The
;.solation is difficult to explain to special students and has a definite
impact on their self-image. Also, because the self-contained classroom
students are not included in the mainstream of school life, they are
not undeestood by the regular students but viewed as outsiders and as
different.

. ..Special edu, ation students are isolated socially and academically.

. ..Ownership should be expected of and accepted by the regular
classroom teacher. This must be supported by the special education
and the resource room teacher. These are society's children to begin
with and to specialize them too much is not in their best interests. I
have a disabled child of my own. I am facing the ownership issue.
Everyone has their view of the problem and wants their piece of his
day. But it is the family who will always have this child. I believe
that planning should be long-termwhere do we want this child to
be in two or seven or twenty years from now?

13
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..Too often they have a poor self-concept.

..Students are pulled out of their classrooms and out of their
schools.

...Programs for these students are too separate, too fragmented, not
integrated.

...So many people want a piece of the youngster that a child who
may have a fragmented home life also has a fragmented school life.
We are not doing justice to the child.

...There is a lack of services for the "at-risk" student.

...There are not enough curriculum options available for students.

...Transitions from program to program are difficult.

. ..We need to look at what we are expecting of all students. The
load is becoming heavier and the Regent's Action Plan does not help.
When too many students fan by t'-e wayside, it is the school that
needs to be fixed, not the students.

...Students come to my class from many different environments,
DFY facilities, institutions, and schools that students have been
kicked out of for various reasons. These students have been moved so
often that they arrive at my classroom door with few, if any, high
school credits. These students are now fifteen or sixteen and are
looking at another four or five rars of school in order to graduate.

...Many of my students come from broken families or heavily
populated areas where they feel different from their peers. Many
students turn to drugs and alcohol as an escape route. These
problems make the student's school life just about impossible.
Concentration and behavior are, of course, adversely affected.
Suggestions for improvement are hard to come by. Students definitely
need counseling. tut how do we get the family to accept the idea of
family counseling':

. ..We must do a better job of finding the students who need
counseling and of getting these students the counseling they so
desperately need.

. ..For other students, irreplaceable instructional time is lost when
they are shuffled around from program to program in search of the
perfect one to meet their educational needs.

. ..Depending on a student's performance on a variety of
standardized tests, he or she may be in a regular class, go to a
resource room for reading, go to PSEN for a half hour or n.ore each
day, a Chapter 2 program for writing, or possibly to a speech
pathologist for speech or language development. All of this in one
school day is overload. We are taking a low achieving student and
expecting him or her to juggle a myriad of activities that usually are
mt. related.

14

It has occurred to me
that it really is
as simple as that;

we do not have a clear idea
of what we are supposed
to be doing.

le think it's sad
that we are in the

state we are in right
now in special education.
.11116111 MIONIMI1. 4111=
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The proposal for
an emphasis on
functional skills

for certain students is not an
issue that should now be
dropped into the lap of the
already over-burdened special
education teacher. This is
an issue that needs to be
addressed by all educators.
It should not be viewed ex-
clusively as a special
education issue.

.. .Most school districts and BOCES programs are failing in the goal
of preparing students with handicapping conditions to be successful,
self-supporting contributors to society. The state mandated focus on
competency issues only prolongs the agony and contributes to the
future growth of unemployment and the resultant dependency on
state supports.

.. .Even though we have become more sophisticated in our
identification procedures, our educational system is too late in
identifying some st,,dents who have handicapping conditions.
Students may not be properly identified until they are ten or eleven
years old. Although the reasons for this may be somewhat obscure,
the result is the loss of valuable time in educating the child.

. . .With inceasing demands on children who enter the school
system, I would like special education to take more of a preventive
role by going to the first and second grades and using different
approaches with the slow readers, making sure that these students
experience success instead of the sense of frustration that leads to
early school flilure.

...I don't believe that kids who are culturally different who have
problems as a result of their environment are necessarily
handicapped, even if they are failing in school. This relates to the
"dumping ground" issue, where kids who do not meet the norm are
not welcome in a regular classroom setting. While such students may
indeed need services of some kind, I do not believe that it is really
advocacy to label them as handicapped and to provide needed services
to them via special education.

. ..The student whc, is emotionally disturbed is often mislabeled or,
simply because of his behavior, placed with students who are more
severely disabled. Often the result of this is that the student with
emotional problems is not in a setting where there are enough
opportunities for academic, social or vocational development.

. ..We need to better monitor the drug and alcohol problem. Once
we find that a student is having problems in school caused by drugs
we need to find a way of getting him or her help right away.

-

.,

,
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Curriculum

More programs in
language develop-
ment and reading

readiness skills are needed. If
an emphasis was placed there
we would have less need for
remedial programs.

he curriculum is what we depend on to move us from goals
to accomplishments. For students, teachers and administrators
in special education there are many unresolved issues
concerning curriculum. We questioned whether some of the

changes and rcquirements in recent years would move us closer to or
farther away from our goals. One thing that we agreed on was that
most students leaving the special education system are not well
enough prepared to meet the challenges that await them. This
knowledge leads us to a number of concerns about the content of the
curricula we use.

Observations
. .As educators we are charged with preparing students for their
lives after public school. What form that preparation takes depends
upon the student's interests Pnd abilities. There are many, students
with learning disabilities in our secondary schools, wno with adapted
curriculum, can be successful with a content-oriented approach. But
our schools are not doing an adequate job of preparing L ose students
who enter the secondary level as non-readers, despite a dozen
different instructional approaches by a dozen different specialists.

. . .What these students need at this point is help preparing
themselves for the world of work. Their school instruction needs to
include functional reading and math, vocational training, survival
skills, social skills and problem solving and decision making
strategies.

...The Regent's Action Plan has put these students and their
teachers in a pressure cooker. It is resulting in more classroom time
devoted to preparing this population for academic standards they are
unlikely to achieve, and which have little or no relevance to their
future lives.

...We like to say in special education that we gear our students for
success by building upon their strengths. But what we are doing in
actuality is, too often, just the opposite. We program these students
to fail. And, because of that, we heighten he probability of
witnessing an increasing number of students dropping out of school
and failing on the job.

. . .What is called for is not an either/or situation, but rather an
intended outcome situation. We should decide as educators what we
want to happen for each child. What is needed is an increased
number of curriculum options and an earlier decision about which
way a student will be directed.

. ..There is a need for us to reassess whether it is in the child's best
interest to get full blown academic programming or whether it is
more appropriate to be teaching functional and pre-vocational skills.
The needs of the child should be the driving force behind the
curriculum development. Instead of responding to mandates,
programs must determine what the child's real needs are in order for
him or her to lead a successful life. Before this can be done, we must
re-evaluate our own expectations for children with special needs as
well as the criteria we use in determining who receives services.

16 11



..All children are individuals with different interests, learning rates
and learning styles. All chillren should be given the opportunity to
succeed. Mastery or competmcy based learning in a wide range of
areas from academics to social and vocational skills would allow
students to learn at variable rates.

. . .Cornpetency based learning modules could be developed for a
variety of specific areas, as well as for general academic, vocational
and social skills. Examples of some possibilities are as follows:

social skills needed for success in a mainstreamed setting
transitional skills (how to deal with change in general, as well

as preparatory skills for specific transitions, i.e., from preschool to
school, school to Vo-Tech, school to work)

decision making, problem solving
how to be assertive
college prep
study skills

learning strategies
test taking skills

pre-vocational skills, including career education
functional skills needed for daily living
By using a competency based modular system, students could

participate in a variety of program options geared to their individual
needs and interests.

. ..Where are we going? Where will the student be in five or ten
years? As educators we should be helping students develop skilis,
functional skills for the future. Are we giving students skills that they
can be proud of, skills that will make them more independent, or are
we building frustration?

..Affective education appears to have become the forgotten
curriculum. As outside pressures continually increase, the availability
of people to deal with these issues is not increasing and often is
greatly lacking. Yet these issues often are the most crucial ones to be
dealt with so that the remediation and special instruction can be most
beneficial to the handicapped student.

12
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.At risk students are under increased pressurc and are more likely
to be referred for special education because of the new Regent's
Action Plan regulations. Societal changes, one parent families, drugs,
etc., have become significant additional factors in dealing with this
student population.

...Vocational training is a crucial issue. Many special needs students
are not getting vocational training early enough. Often times the
parent and the special needs teacher are not aware of the importance
of this training because they do not know what the objectives and
goals of vocational training are. Trial employment is essential for
students with mild disabilities. The present JTPA guidelines allow
for one year of programming. This is not enough time in many cases
for these students to master work-skills. Legislative guidelines at the
federal level which allow for greater flexibility in programming for
youngsters with disabilities are needed.

.Transition is another important issue. The transition of severely
disabled students to adult services has come a long way, but still does
not meet the need. Transitioning of higher functioning students to
successful adulthood is an even greater problem. We must train our
students for independence after high school so that they are able to
get and keep jobs and be less reliant on others for support. The
problems and concerns of aging out are critical and must be
addressed by all special education providers. Too much of the focus at
the secondary level is on academics and not enough is on pre-
vocational skill development. In the rush to meet the Part 100
mandates and competency tests, no time is left for adequate pre-
vocational preparation. Students require specific training before they
enter the world of work. Options for credit bearing courses and for
working in the community where students must meet specific criteria
for successful work behaviors is needed.

<4,41,74



The Regent's Action Plan
S ome Observations
. . .1 believe that in many situations meeting the Commissioner's
regulations on equivalency of instruction is an impossibility,
especially the regulations that require teachers to be certified in a
specific content area. I believe that any well trained teacher can teach
almost any course material with appropriate support services and
consultation with teachers who are expert in those specific areas.

. . .The Part 100 regulations seen, to be in direct conflict with the
general intent of the Part 200 special education continuum of services
model. The Part 100 regulations place an unfair burden on students
with handicapping conditions beginning at the seventh grade leveL

. . .More remedial programs have been developed, some of which
duplicate existing services, so that students can get a diploma. The
impact has been to hinder mainstreaming because the classes have
become too academic.

. . .The Regent's Action Plan has an elitist component that addresses
the top 50% of students, which increases pressures on districts and
regular educators to have all of their students achieve at "acceptable"
levels. This in turn can lead to unnecessary and inappropriate
referrals to special education. The other side of it is that it has
increased expectations for some students with disabilities who have
met the requirements and consequently, achieved more in school.

.. .Cooperation from regular education administrators is required,
but not often found. We must be realistic about providing students
with job skills. Mainstreaming must be re-defined in more realistic
terms as it relates to the acquisition of needed vocational skills. SED
should provide a blueprint that would help orchestrate the process.

.. .The gradual increase in class sizes as more students are identified
as needing services has placed an additional burden on the classroom
teacher. Consequently, there has been a reluctance on the part of
even the best teacher to accept the student with special needs into the
regular classroom.

.. .The Part 100 regulations should provide an umbrella to
guarantee program adequacy for integrated and special classes. Some
of the requirements, e.g., foreign languages, additional math, science
and art requirements ,nay be desirable, but not critical, to optimum
programs for students with handicapping conditions. On the other
hand, the Part 100 regulations can guarantee program accessibility to
all students. Local administrators are hesitant to provide these
programs, not because of the specific cost, but because of the
implications for their regular student programs. Together the Part
100 and Part 200 regulations can be a starting poirt for insuring
program adequacy if teachers and administrators are educated and
trained to access the SED personnel responsible for overseeing
implementation.

.. .Students should be granted exemptions from unrealistic Part 100
requirements for graduation, not wholesale, but specific exemptions
subject to review.



Thoughts on Related Services
We would like to have heard more from professionals from
the various related services disciplines. Although there
were many practitioners at the first Special Education
Conference, none of them were members of the Select

Seminar. Special education can only succeed through partnerships
and collaborative efforts on all levels. Teachers and therapists alike
strive to improve services and programs for students with special
needs and there are many areas of potential conflict and
misunderstanding. We all need to listen more to each other and to
strive to reduce tile regulatory and professional barriers that often set
us against one another.

Observations

.Providing related services such as occupational, physical, and
speech therapy - as well as transportation for after school activities
is difficult. Therapists are often over-loaded, which limits the
flexibility of the schedules. Home school districts are sometimes
reluctant to provide transportation for a variety of reasons. This
further frustrates the student and perpetuates their isolation.

. . .You may have five equally excellent professionals choosing to
concentrate on different areas of speech/language with the same
child. There are no guidelines or priorities that exist to help a
therapist choose the areas of concentration. When therapists are
changed from year to year, as is often the case, continuity of
programming is lost.

010P
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..The question is: how do we provide ail of the mandated services
1

in the time available? This is especially difficult in related services
where a student may be pulled out to receive the service, thereby
missing valuable instructional time in the classroom. The student

1will then need additional time in school in order to earn a diploma.

..We (related service personnel) come from a medical model and are
expected to fit in and be accepted by an educat'ional model. Politics
are always involved. How CAll the therapist deal with all of the issues
and still put forth maximum effort tc treat the student?

..Are we working for the benefit of the student? I have a major
concern that often the student is overlooked. We are not coordinating
his program to meet his real needs. 1 feel we all do our own thing
welloff in our own space. The student who has difficulty learning is
forced into a program that is extremely confusing.

. ..Coordination of efforts between the administration and all
teaching staff is essential in order to integrate students into the
mainstreamed environment. Teachers must be informed and prepared
to work with students with special needs. This is a critical issue.
Without such a team approach the attitude of the regular classre:.rn
teacher toward the student with special needs is not one of
acceptance.

Recommendations (Students, Curriculum
and Related Services)

Regulations must be changed in order to allow more

I. flexibility and creativity in meeting the needs of all the
students.

Establish a competency based,

2 modular system for all of
education.

The curriculum should have a district-wide plan related to

3 State Education Department mandates with general goals.
Modifications of those goals should be allowed so that all

students may proceed at their own rate and achieve success.

Special education should reflect the overall philosophy of

4 the school district and not merely involve the CSE and
special education teachers.

5
Planning and coordination should be considered together.
More adequate planning must occur. More people (parents,
teachers, administrators, etc.) should be involved, as well

as all agencies concerned with meeting students' needs, so that a
common agenda can be generated. This would allow for a more
effective use of resources and reduce the fragmentation of services.

2:
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Regular education
teachers are
losing a feeling of

ownership for their special
needs students because of
too many pull outs. A feel-
ing exists of "your kids"
versus "my kids." Some-
times I am appalled by the
lack of oasic understanding
of learning problems on the
part of the regular
classroom teacher.

-
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District administration and staff should work together to

6 develop an equivalent credit bearing program for special
education students working toward a high school diploma.

More curriculum options for all children should be7 to be at risk.
created, particularly those who are considered

Stronger team approaches are needed. Assign a professional,

8 perhaps a social worker, to act as a case coordinator to
better identify problems and needs. Create more links with

community service agencies and stronger aliiances with parents to
alleviate some of the pressures on the special education services team.

Establish mechanisms for formal dialogue between special

9 education administrators, teachers, related service providers
and representatives of local mental health service providers

to build collaborative working relationships.

Build stronger alliances between the parties responsible for
1. educational issues, issues concerning adult programming

and opportunities in the business sector. We must open
up new opportunities foF students when they leave school.
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Mainstreaming
".. it is not a physical or mental condition that constitutes
a handicap, but that society's outdated prejudices and
practices constitute the most disabling and limiting fac' -rs
in a person's development. Of course, there are many
children with special needs who require special education
services. Yet all too frequently, disabled children are being
held back from their full learning potential by an
educational system which tells them that because they have
a disability, they cannot take part in normal activities."
(Edward M. Kennedy, Jr., Executive Director, Facing the
Challenge in the Foreword to Out of the Mainstream)

The issue of mainstreaming, or the regular education
initiative as it is referred to in the professional literature,
has been of concern to educators since we began to
implement P.L. 94-142. Although the intent of this

legislation was to provide an education for children with disabilities
in as "normal" a setting as possible; in practice this goal has not
been realized. Many children were mainstreamed into regular
education classes without anyone fully uliderstanding why it was
being done for a particular child. Unfortunately. in many instances
this is still the case. However, teachers of both regular and special
education seem to be heading toward a more clear definition and a
more positive working relationship regarding this complex issue.

I believe that
children should

be socially inte-
grated for specials, lunch,
recess, field trips, etc.
A child who really needs a
self-contained setting should
only continue in that set-
ting until he or she
begins to show the ability

,r to branch out. On the othera
,s4 hand, to mainstream a

14.i. child into a regular academ-
k ic classroom just for sociali-

zation purposes, when that
child cannot achieve, defeats
the academic process<

9 4
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Observations
...In most instances, special education teachers mainstream students
for two reasons: improved socialization skills and increased academic
achievement. When this is not clearly communicated by the special
education teacher to those individuals with whom the students are
mainstreamed, the result is often confusion and resentment between
the professionals. More importantly, the students may feel these
stresses or fail in the experience because of them. This type of
scenario should be the exception rather than the rule.

...There are a number of avenues by which the traditional
mains'aeaming issue can be resolved. The two most obvious
suggestions pertain to the education of teaching professionals through
preservice and inservice training. In addition to this, a strong and
more fortnal structure of communication must be implemented
between all teaching professionals who work with a particular
niainstreamed student. A quality education cannot be provided if
teachers have, at best, five minutes between classes to discuss specific
goals for each mainstreamed student.

...Teachers have also altered their definition of mainsireaming in
order to include a number of different alternatives. "Regular"
students may be brought in to a class for children with handicapping
conditions for auademic, language or social skills development.
Although this is a more structured type of mainstreaming it is often
felt to be beneficial for students who are not ready to enter more
traditional mainstreamed classes. As limited as this approach is, many
consider it a form of mainstreaming.

...Education and communication about the issues surrounding
mainstreaming would allow a greater amount of understanding and
professional excellence to flourish in an otherwise crippled system. If
professionals cannot share ideas and goals about students the system
itself may become yet another handicap for the child to rise above.
Clearly, this is not our intention.

. .1 believe that we need recognition and integration of special
education under the umbrella of regular education or just education.
There is no special education, just education.

...I am a firm believer in the principle of least restrictive
environment. At the same time, regular classroom teachers are not
generally prepared to meet the needs of mainstreamed special
education students. School districts need to invest heavily in their
teachers, doing whatever is necessary to provide in-service training for
regular classroom teachers. This certainly includes bringing in the
top resource people in the field, or sending teachers to centers of
Knowledge in the field.

...When a student is placed by the CSE according to his or her
disability and that problem is addressed, there comes a time to move
that student back to a less restrictive environment when certain
behaviors are more accepted or tolerated in the self-centered settin.

. ..While some students with special needs may need isolated settings
to meet their needs, isolated or segregated programming should be
viewed as a means to an end and not an end in itself. School
buildings and educational programs must be designed to include all
students, as a matter of course, in school functions.
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With terms like
competition,
accountability,

etc., being bandied about in
regular education, it is
becoming increasingly
difficult to find supportive
classroom settings in which
to integrate children with
handicapping conditions.
It is often a hostile
atmosphere for the child.

Recommendations

I
Special education classes need to have curriculum
dealing with self-concept integrated into their
programs.

All special education students should

2 be a part of any building wide self-concept
enhancing programs.

All building wide activities should be designed to include

3 special students so that they can participate and compete,
if that is the nature of the activity, in a meaningful and

fulfilling way.

College preparation of teachers should include student

4 teaching experiences with students with special needs as
part of the core program.

Regular classroom teachers should look for ways to

5 invite special students to particpate in their
classroom activities.

Building administrators should set the tone for including

6 special needs students in building activities and should
CP make it a requirement that each regular classroom teacher

become involved in at least one cooperative activity with a special
classroom teacher each year.

Peer tutoring programs should be instituted in which

7 "regular" students are paired with students with special
needs, and older students with special needs are paired

with younger students for tutoring purposes.

Time should be left in teacher's schedule for conferen:ing

8 between regular and special education teachers. This
mandated conference period would provide an opportunity

for ongoing communication and would go a long way towards
clearing up misinterpretations and resolving problems.

There must be much stronger enforcement of accessibility

9 requirements. Many school buildings are blatantly out of
compliance. Mandates are not consistently enforced. Many

sthools that seem to the casual observer to be accessible are not, and
in reality force the isolation of physically challenged students to one
floor or section of the building. In these instances, and there are
many of them, there is no possibility of mainstreaming.

Schools that have been on waivers should be forced to

10 comply with section 504 mandates. Money must be made
* available to assist such districts if necessary.

Issues relating to transportation must be exam:ned.

11 Students in many rural areas, and students who have
special transportation needs, are often prevented from

participation in less restrictive settings solely because of
transportation problems.
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Special education
teachers and ad-
ministrators are

isolated too. We have all
been pushed out of the
mainstream.

'WO

0 pecial education teachers and administrators often suffer
from the same isolation from the mainstream as their

Iiistudents do. We are, first of all, educators concerned with
teaching children. Efforts must be made to improve

communication and information sharing between special and regular
education staff. We need to find ways, through preservice and
inservice training and through more successful communication to
narrow 'he gap between special education and regular education
professil nals.

Observations

After P.L. 94-142 there was a major effort to provide pre-service
and in-service training and education for regular and special
education teachers. That carried on into the early 1980s. Since then
the "specific" as contrasted to the "generic" training has been
provided primarily by SETRC personnel. We have had a major turn-
over in staff throughout NYS in the last five years and major
regulatory changes in the Part 100 and Part 200 regulations, as well
as Chapter One without ongoing generic education and training in
special education issues for both regular and special education
teachers.

. . .There is a great need to provide inservice training to classroom
teachers at all levels regarding many special education topics and
issues, The gap between programs has resulted in isolation for the
s:mcial education teacher, misunderstanding, and at times, hostility.
Too often mainstreaming fails because of a lack of articulation
between classroom teachers and special education teachers. Programs
must be congruent. The regular program must be meshed with the
special education program. This will prevent fragmentation of the
school program and promote a team approach.

III
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. ...Many teachers who teach "normal" classes have no idea about
special education students. They do not understand classifications.
Many are afraid to take mainstreamed special needs students becaust.
of their lack of training ir. CI:). field. I feel that districts should offer
inservice training to all teachers about special education issues. These
sessions could be run by the district's special education teachers at no
cost to the district. It would help clear up many misconceptions
about spedal education.

...When a student is assigned tr a resource room for help or for
self-contained primary instructio in the resource room, the teacher
of the home room needs to communicate with the specW education
teacher. I feel that regular teachers need training about what goes on
in the resource room, They need to support it.

Recommendations
Staff development and planning time needs to be

Iconsidered as an integral part of the professional role in the
schools (not just two superintendent's conference days a

year). Program coordination between regular and special education
staff should be given a much greater level of importance. This type of
ongoing process could :;,21dua1ly eliminate many misconceptions and
differences among staff members.

Policy governing special education within a school district

2 should integrate regular education specialists. Perhaps if
regular education teachers were more in.olved in providing

for special education students, the fragmentation would be decreased.

This policy would focus on decreasing the separate

3 demands placed on uoth regular and special education
educators. Often, the responsibility for integration of

programming falls to the individual who is fulfilling that role, rather
than occurring as part of an overall policy that provid es an avenue to
interface and work together.

Regular and special education teachers and

4 administrators must be held accountable for
outcomes in special education.

Experienced personnel should be used in leadership roles in

5 special education. High quality in-service education
programs on the district level and regional level must be

implemented on a systematic basis.

P.L. 94-142 and other funds could be used specifically to

6 hire full time special education substitute teachers. This
person could be used so that full-time special education

staff could be released from classroom activities to meet with parents,
other teachers, CSE, related service personnel, etc.

28

There is a great
lack of under-
standing, knowl-

edge and support of special
education by regular
educators and administrators
and vice versa.
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Parents
IAT

There is a need
for greater educa-
tion of parents

regarding realistic expectations
of the public school system and
its staff Their expectations
are often unrealistic,
especially as students age into
and out of programs. This is
when parental anxiety is
highest.

24
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e are most successful as teachers when we are able to
work closely with our students' parents. As we discussed
our experiences with and ideas about parents thereVV were mixed emotions. Although there was agreement

about the importance of parent/professional partnerships there were
no simple answers about how to accomplish this goal.

Observations

. ..Parents cannot do it all. It is not that they don't want to, they
simply do not know how or have too many other things to deal with.

.Parents' role should be rational and realistic. They need to be
involved and educated.

. ..We do not always feel comfortable in our dealings with parents.

.Parents often do not feel comfortable with us. Many times they
misunderstand what we are telling them because we use too much
jargon. They may feel uncomfortable questioning us or disagreeing
with us. Too often they do not know what to expect.

...Parents do not have enough power in the process.

...Parents are not well enough informedneed more education
about special education.

.Parents do not understand ther own (and their child's) rights.

.Parents sometimes need to be more acOvely involved in meeting
their child's needs.

...Communications between school and home and home and
school are often poor.

. ..Parents are intimidated by the special education process,
particularly the CSE.

. ..Some parents are affected by their own negative school
experiences.

. ..Even when we offer training, etc., it is often difficult to get
parents to attend. It is really hard to do. They just do not have the
time. They are exhausted by the time they get to the end of their day.
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Many Parents Have Become Apathetic:
They seem to have simply given up after too many years of

fighting the battle.
They don't feel supported in their efforts.
They are frustrated - "I don't know what to do with him/her."

Feelings of Parental Guilt:
It is a large issue.
We have to cut through it first and that is a lot to deal with.
It does not help the child.

Parents Feel that in this Society it is Not OK to Have a
Child with Disabilities:

Society does not share the burden.
Society does not provide options.

Recommendations
Parents must be treated as partners

1 throughout the entire special education
process.

Parents should have more control over the process of their

2 child's education. They should be supported in their efforts
to care and plan for their children. We must be careful not

to make the decisions for them or to encourage an overdependence
upon us or the system.

Communication is the key to successful partnerships with

3 parents. We must keep the lines of communication open.
We must make sure that they know what is happening so

that when the time comes to make difficult decisions, we are allies
and not enemies.

:

,
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An issue I struggle
with every day
is how to

engage parents and keep
them engaged as they and
their children experience
special education programs.

211111Mlbalbl

The solution will
be born out of

people becoming
more knowledgeable about
wh&- has to be done. If
parents get smarter, we
get smarter. If we don't,
we are in big trouble.
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IThe Community
h: role of the school in the community is changing. As the
needs of students become more complex, schools must
Oepend upt.,n a variety of community resources.
Communities have also come to view schools and school

facilities as crucial resources in meeting the needs of children and
families in ways that extend beyond the traditional realm of the
schools. New partnerships are being forged every day as we become
more aware of the need for school/community collaboration in
meeting the needs of children and families.

Observations
. ..It should become more of a school-community function to assume
responsibility not only for implementing special education, but also
for overseeing the effectiveness of the programs utilized. More
emphasis must be placed on retaining the student with special needs
in the regular education setting.

. ..Who is working together to make sure that all of the syst,ms
interface?

..The systems are often in direct conflict with each other. You an.
caught in the middle because you are trying to pull it all together. It
reaily becomes a community responsibility. It goes beyond the
professional, the family or the school.

...There must be more community support systems in place to take
over at night, on weekends and during school vacations.

. ..What support services are available? I am in the classroom and I
do not have the time to find out what is available. There is so much
out there that most of us know nothing about. It is overwhelming. It
is difficult.

...Too many expectations fall upon the school system.

26
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Recommendations
School districts and local mental health providers must

1 develop formal and informal collaborative working

I
I relationships to help each other deal in a cooperative

man ner with those students who are experiencing emotional, social,
psychiatric and familial distress that renders them dysfunctional in
classrooms.

There should be a staff member in each school who is

2 familiar with all of the community resources and how to
access them; someone who is aware of student needs and

can coordinate the process.

There should be more effective interagency c6Ilaboration

3 and planning between the various state agencies responsible
for children's services in coordination with providers on

the county or community level.

Models of service coordination that have been proven to be

4 effective should be replicated. An example of this type of
coordination is the unified services approach used in

Rensselaer county.

The community schools project sponsored by SED should

5 be carefully watched and evaluated. If they are successful
they should be replicated in more communities, with the

support of state level funding. Strong incentives should be put in
place for schools that become involved in this model.

School utilization policies should be re-examined and

6 modified to allow for more community utilization of school
facilities for such purposes as before and after school child

care, respite care, co-location of health and social service clinics, etc.

-
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Endpiece
special education is a process both in its development and
implementation. As such, it is continuously evolving
and growing...movement which naturally causes

anxiety, stress, excitement and challenge.

In its evolution, special education has progressed from a separate
educational system to one in which words like partnership,
interaction and collaboration have become standards. Parents, regular
education and special educators, support personnel and community
are moving away from exclusionary practices and toward a common
goal.

Special education inust continue pursuing its goal of providing
students with skills and experiences which will enable them to
succeed socially, academically and vocationally to the extent of their
individual capabilities. A long term perspective must be maintained
while endeavoring to meet immediate unique needs in an effort to
continuously evaluate direction and effectiveness. In persevering with
a critical focus, we must never be fearful of warranted change.

Every child is special and the consideration of appropriate quality
education for all children is our highest priority.

W
Let us ask what we
want for our children,
then let us

ask not less for all
children.
"Preamble". Report to the President, White House
Conference Or Children, 1970.
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